CONSENT FORM for EDC 398T  
(Section for Al's - Fall & Spring / Version for Facilitators - Fall only )

TURN THIS FORM IN TO SZB 406 BEFORE ATTEMPTING TO REGISTER FOR THIS COURSE

EDC 398T is offered every Fall by the Department of Curriculum and instruction as an organized course tailored to the requirement of graduate students who will be facilitators for undergraduate interns or student teachers and is required for being a facilitator in C&I.

A separate section of EDC 398T will be offered in Spring as well as Fall, and is exclusively for students in the Department of C&I (including FLE and STEM) who are being apprenticed to teach a particular course but who are not planning to serve as facilitators of student teachers at any time at UT. This section, which is only open to students in the department of C&I, is really an independent study that you arrange with a faculty member who is able to mentor you into teaching a particular class. Since the course can only be counted once, please do not take this version of the course if you intend to become a facilitator in the future.

Name:_________________________ UTEID________Date______ Semester______

Contact phone #: ___________________ Email:________________________

Course unique number:____________

Do you intend to become a C&I facilitator? YES ___ NO___ If NO, please answer questions:

Will you be a TA for C&I course? YES ___ NO_____ If yes, course number: __________

Name / EID of Faculty Mentor _______________________________________

Signature of Faculty Mentor __________________________________________

Students Signature:_______________________________________________

Instructor’s Signature:______________________________________________

For Departmental Use: Permission entered on computer by ______ (initials), on_______ (date)